Green power
OSU-Tulsa researcher developing technology to generate power from waste heat
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process to produce a clean, alternative ture difference between the interior and best kept secrets,” Ede said. “We’re very
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“The harvesting of energy from waste
electric materials have the potential to
Vashaee believes all of these soludirectly convert waste heat into electrical heat and temperature differential could tions could be made possible by using
energy,” Vashaee says. “Development of supplement the internal power supply nanostructured thermoelectric materials
highly efficient, inexpensive thermoelectric for aircraft, much like a hybrid car.” to convert already existing solar or body
materials is a key to reduce both energy Vashaee said. “It creates a more efficient heat into electrical energy.
consumption and harmful emissions on and inexpensive energy source and the
He will use the NSF grant to combine
thermoelectric materials are very robust. theory and experiments in developing a
a large scale.”
capability to predict the relevant propInside his lab in OSU-Tulsa’s They almost last forever.”
Dr. Kenneth Ede, assistant dean of erties of thermoelectric nanocomposite
Helmerich Advanced Technology Research
Center, Vashaee and his engineering OSU’s College of Engineering, Architec- materials, essentially providing the
graduate students will use the AFOSR ture and Technology, says it’s the mate- theoretical groundwork used by future
rial’s toughness and relatively low-cost researchers.
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